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Logline
After disobeying God, Adam and Eve are cast from the Garden of
Eden and plagued by a series of consequences of their
disobedience, most notably in the hand of Cain, their least
favored son.

Characters
Adam (M) – The first man and father created by God and the
progenitor of the human race. He is over eleven feet tall and is
the husband of Eve. After being cast from the Garden of Eden,
Adam sees to the general welfare of his descendants. Although he
blames Eve for leading him to eat the forbidden fruit, Adam has
always been a great husband and a role model to children and
grandchildren. Adam's weakness is reflected in his preferential
treatment of Abel while neglecting Cain, his first son, which

leads to his eventual loss of his two sons. Because of his sin,
death comes upon all humankind.
Eve (F) – The first mother on Earth created by God from Adam's
loins. She is the most beautiful woman on Earth with sparkling
blue eyes, long, honey blonde locks, and a pointed nose. Lucifer
tempts her, and she persuades Adam to join her in eating the
forbidden fruit. This eventually leads to their expulsion from
the Garden of Eden.
Enoch (M) – Adam's grandson. He is a little, energetic boy who
grows into a brave young man. He is only ten when he first
displays an act of bravery by single handedly rescuing his
sisters from the hands of a Dark Lord. Marked by a strong sense
of spirituality, courage, and a deep belief system, he begins
developing his level of faith at a relatively young age. God
begins to speak to him as his faith strengthens over time, and
he begins to have a face-to-face conversation with the Creator
just like his grandparents did in the past.
Cain (M) – The first and estranged son of Adam and Eve. Born
while his parents are struggling with their marriage, he suffers
a lack of affection and love from his father, who sees him as a
rival for getting all of his wife's attention. The arrival of
his younger brother, Abel, eventually makes even his mother
neglect him while focusing all of her attention on the newly
born. Driven by hatred and jealousy for his sibling, he
eventually murders him and consequently gets driven out of his
parents' house.
Lucifer (M) – Known to many by numerous names, he was created by
God as a beautiful, intelligent, powerful, and angelic being.
However, his attributes lead him to pride. He disobeys God and
falls from grace. Following his fall, he leads a cosmic revolt

against his Creator and goes into the world, tempting man to sin
against God so he can claim them in his kingdom of darkness.
Belial (M) – A fiendish rider, also one of the fallen angels who
work for Lucifer. He is power-hungry, reckless, covetous, and
cunning. He attempts to kidnap two granddaughters of Adam but
fails. On getting back to Lucifer, he lies and is rewarded with
a promotion in the City of the Light. With his tricks, he causes
a rift between Lucifer and a senior dark rider, Apolodon.
Angela (F) – A beautiful, innocent young girl still in the
flower of womanhood who is on an escape mission from those after
her innocence. She has blonde hair, dark brown eyes, and bronze
skin.
Movie Concept
The First Immortal: Dark Angel is a fantasy-based movie
revolving around Biblical characters. It's is an action-filled
story that circles around, deception, lies, fall from grace,
disobedience, greed, murder, power tussle, covetousness, love,
lust, broken trust, betrayal, faith, spirituality, war, dark
powers, as well as leadership.
The movie will encapsulate the biblical account of the eviction
of the first couple from the Garden of Eden after being tempted
by Satan to eat the forbidden fruit which God had warned them
against and the consequences of their actions.
Three-act Summary
Prologue
● In the vast city of Abelton (named after Abel), it seems to
be a bright, beautiful day. Suddenly, the atmosphere is
disrupted by the invasion of Belial, accompanied by a

monstrous creature from the land of the fallen ones. Adam
immediately instructs Mahalial to sound the alarm horns,
which signal danger to the rest of the city so they can
seek safety. As expected, the people hurry to their various
homes to seek shelter.
● Adam tries to stop the enemies with the spoken word of
faith, but it seems not to work. His sin and
unrighteousness have somehow created a distance between him
and his Creator, and Adam does not seem to be in Yahweh's
presence anymore. The Fallen One moves to abduct Adam's two
granddaughters, Luna and Angel, who he lusts after for
their flawless beauty, innocence, and purity.
● Despite sustaining various injuries caused by the missiles
shot at him, the beastly creature is relentless. It picks
up the two young maidens, ready to abscond. Suddenly, a
young, energetic rider, Enoch, gets in the way and
confronts the beast through spoken words of faith. The two
girls are rescued, and the enemies flee back to the City of
Light. The spectators are surprised at Enoch's feat.
Act One
●

Several decades earlier…

●

We go back several decades to see Adam and Eve, freshly
expelled from the Garden of Eden. They start a family and
give birth to Cain. Cain begins to take Eve's attention,
and Adam is not happy, often venting his frustration on the
boy. No matter how hard Cain tries, Adam is never
satisfied. However, Cain always finds solace in the comfort
of his mother's arms, who pampers and satisfies him with
all of his needs.

●

Things start to get worse for Cain when Abel is conceived.
Adam completely neglects Cain while doting on Abel. Eve
also starts giving Abel more attention. Cain is forced to
step aside for the little one, give him the best portions
of food, work harder, and give his parents more time with
the baby. Whatever is being shared among the two siblings,
Abel usually gets preferential treatment, depriving Cain of
his privileges and rights as the elderly one.

●

As a result, Cain begins to experience low self-esteem,
fury, jealousy, envy, and feelings of rejection. He feels
that he can never be worthy of the same attention, love,
and affection that is constantly bestowed upon his brother.
In addition to his lack of parental care and support, Cain
also suffers God's rejection of his offerings while Abel's
gets accepted. As a result, the normal hierarchy of the
firstborn and younger child is turned upside down.

●

Cain decides to kill his brother so he can move to the
pedestal of their parent's attention and God's love. The
devil informs Eve that Cain has murdered Abel. As a
punishment, Adam drives Cain out of the house. Cain is
cursed from the ground—he is no longer a farmer; he becomes
a wanderer, exiled from the fruitful soil. He dwells
outside of civilization until God shows him compassion and
helps him settle in another land. However, Cain is still
harboring hatred for Adam.

●

Eventually, Cain starts his own family, and his army begins
to grow. He is able to build a stronghold for himself and
his descendants. He vows to make Adam face the consequences
of his cold and hostile treatment toward him. Cain also
begins to offer up women from his lineage to Lucifer and

his fallen angels in exchange for beastly creatures,
leading to unimaginable offspring. However, Lucifer becomes
dissatisfied with the soiled women. He lusts after
innocence and purity and decides to send Belial to attack
Abel's lineage. Belial carries out the attack and kidnaps
the girls, but they are rescued by Enoch, taking us back to
the movie's opening scene.
●

Adam asks Enoch how he pulled it off. Enoch explains in
detail how The Almighty spoke to him to go and defend his
sisters in the hands of the fallen ones. Adam gets
enthralled and feels hopeful, reminiscing on the good, old,
memorable days in the Garden of Eden with Eve when they had
face-to-face conversations with the Creator.

Act Two
●

Flashbacks show Adam and Eve enjoying God's presence in the
Garden of Eden. One day, Lucifer appears in the form of a
serpent and cons Eve into believing that they will become
like God if they eat fruit from the forbidden tree. Eve
foolishly eats some of the fruit and equally gives some to
Adam. At that moment, their eyes open, and they suddenly
feel shame at their nakedness. They sew fig leaves together
to cover themselves. This prompts the Creator to cast them
out of the Garden of Eden.

●

God then curses all three; the man to a lifetime of hard
labor followed by death, the woman to the pain of
childbirth and subordination to her husband, and the
serpent to go on his belly, eat dust and suffer the
hostility of both man and woman.

●

Back to the present, Adam commends Enoch for his foolish
but selfless courage. Meanwhile, Belial is frustrated at
his failed kidnap attempt. He leads the injured beast back
home, desperately thinking of the excuses he will give to
Lucifer for coming back empty-handed. At the same time,
Cain holds a meeting with his descendants to discuss their
loss of immortality. He recounts his experience while in
negotiations with the Magistrates of the City of Light
about the price of their women and how they have been
compared with the fallen ones. Cain's son, Irad, thinks
they are immortals, but Cain informs him that they are not.

●

Cain shares the secret of immortality with the gathering—a
forbidden fruit at the garden of Eden which they need to
find. They are all convinced except Lamech. After the
council meeting, Lamech goes back to his constituency and
criticizes Cain for believing in the fairy Garden of Eden.
He is convinced that Cain has gone mad and decides it is
best to rebel against him and acquire his kingdom.

●

Meanwhile, Enoch's spirituality grows faster as he bears no
sin as a young child. He has a face-to-face conversation
with the Most High, and his education begins earnestly.
Adam sees in him a hope that has escaped him for centuries,
and he begins to spend more time with him. Adam takes it
upon himself to train Enoch, especially on the power of the
spoken word of faith for speaking things into existence.

●

Enoch gradually becomes a man, fully grown to ten feet. He
also becomes a warrior and is saddled with the
responsibility of leading troops to the war front. As
usual, Eve sets on another two months trip to Carmel. Adam
tries persuading her to stay back and spend more time with

him, but Eve wouldn't listen. Belial lies to Lucifer about
the new power he acquires on his last quest to Adam's abode
and gets a promotion.
●

The relationship between Cain and the fallen ones begins to
grow stronger over time. Cain is proud of how well he is
bonding with the fallen ones over the exchange of women in
return for ogress, monstrous creatures, and dark powers. A
flawlessly beautiful teenage girl, Angela, whose mother
gets snatched by Cain, runs away from the village to escape
being betrothed to the fallen ones. Unfortunately for her,
she gets picked up by Lucifer himself.

●

Cain's army continues to grow, and so does his hatred for
Adam. He is happy that his sacrificial transactions with
the fallen ones have earned him enough powerful creatures
to attack the Adamites. His actual goal is to procure the
Fruit of the Tree to Life located at the Garden of Eden
(paradise) and become immortal. Still, he doesn't know the
location of the garden and suspects it will be
well-guarded, and he will have to use dark powers to access
the garden.

●

Angela is terrified at the thought of being wanted by
Lucifer. She cries and prays to The Almighty that night.
Afterward, she feels a deep sense of comfort and peace
around her, and she sleeps off. Enoch walks into the tent
accompanied by four riders and delivers Angela and the
other young maidens. They flee into the forest, and Belial
goes after them.

●

Cain remembers that his estranged parents had once lived in
the Garden of Eden. He had once overheard Adam telling Abel
about the garden sometimes. He decides to send the dark

riders to get his mother so he can ask her everything he
needs to know about the Garden of Eden. At the same time,
Belial is frustrated after his search of the countryside to
bring back the fleeing maidens proves futile. He feels the
young maidens must have gone back to their village, so he
orders the soldiers to set an ambush at Angela's Homeland.
●

Meanwhile, Angela is amazed at how the Adamites treat her
and the other young maidens with utmost respect and
dignity, unlike men from her hometown. She finds Enoch
really attractive, and they fall for each other. Belial
arrives at Angela's village and finds her alone taking her
bath in the river. He rushes to capture her, but Enoch
appears with his Maverick from behind just when Belial is
about to take Angela. They get into a bloody fight which
leaves Belial weak and wounded from Enoch's blasts. He
wisely retreats and flees. However, Angela is killed in the
process.

●

Eve and her Entourage travel to Cain's abode as he orders.
Cain sees them from afar and instructs Irad, his grandson,
to kill every one of the Adamites except Eve. Irad obliges,
but the Adamites fight back. Cain questions Eve about the
Tree of Life. Knowing his son's level of temperament, Eve
stylishly urges Cain to give her more time to allow her to
think carefully and give him answers.

Act Three
●

Adam receives the news of Eve's kidnap. Along with his
grandson, Seth, they both travel to Carmel to bring her
back. While Cain is still trying to negotiate with the
Adamites, the legions of the dark, led by Apolodon,
secretly arrive at his abode and kidnap Eve. A messenger

brings the news to Cain, and, out of anger, he kills the
messenger instantly.
●

In his chamber, Apolodon thinks of how lucky he is to have
Eve, the most beautiful woman in the world, under his roof.
He reasons that with a woman like Eve by his side, his
power and authority will rise exponentially, even higher
than Lucifer. Eve senses the presence of the Prince of
Demons as she bathes. She knows the presence of the devil
and can never forget the horrible scent of the serpent who
deceived her. She prays Adam comes to her rescue quickly.

●

Lucifer disguises as Adam and comes to make love to Eve.
Along the line, Eve begins to feel hurt and asks him to
stop, but he wouldn't listen. She tries to resist him, but
his masculinity overpowers her, and his eyes flash with a
spark of light. Immediately, she realizes that it is not
Adam. She twists and finally wakes up. Lucifer had done it
again; she has just been defiled by the enemy. Eve barges
into Apolodon's chamber to report. She demands to go back
home to meet her husband. Apolodon agrees but urges her to
allow his doctor to examine her to know if Lucifer has
impregnated her so he can crush the eggs.

●

Unknown to Eve, Apolodon has other evil schemes. While
operating Eve's body, a deadly organism finds its way into
her, which eventually ravages Eve's entire body and weakens
her immune system. Adam brings Eve back from the City of
the Light and begins to notice changes in Eve. She seems
frail, sick, weak, and withdrawn. One evening, Adam finally
asks her what exactly their estranged son, Cain, wanted
with her. She tells him how Cain desires to have the fruit

from the Tree of Life to himself and his descendants so
they can become immortal.
●

Just then, Adam gets the idea of using the fruit to heal
Eve of her ailment. In the end, Cain loses his life while
procuring the fruit of the Tree of Life in the Garden of
Eden. Adam finds the fruit in Cain's bag, but it is too
late as Eve is already dead back at home.

●

The time comes for the sons of God to assemble before the
Creator. The Lord asks for Lucifer's opinion on the Earth.
Full of pride and arrogance, Lucifer belittles The Lord's
creation and boasts that the humans God created are
inferior to him; mere mortals and weak. He also boasts of
how he has destroyed the first two humans, how their
children revere him, and how the Earth will soon become
his. "We shall see," the Lord proclaims!

